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Licensing in the Far East: Tips for the Uninitiated

Learning from the Successes (And Mistakes) ofOthers

I. Introduction

There is no formula for conducting successful contract and licensing negotiations in the

Far East. Success depends on many factors that vary from case to case. I}ut those entering this

arena for .the first time can learn from the experience (and mistakes) ofothers.
;:

My experience has been in technology licensing negotiations, specifically patent,

trademark, trade secret, and know-how licensing. If this experience has taught me anything about

effective negotiations in the Far East, it is the importance of understanding the party with whom

you are negotiating. The more you can learn about that party, the more likely you will be to

achieve your goals and bring the negotiations to a successful conclusion.

II. Communicate Your Concerns

Many of the Far Eastern legal systems are based upon civil law. For example, Japan's

legal system is modeled after Germany's and is based on a written code of laws. This system is

fundamentally different from the common law system of the United States, which was inherited

from Great Britain. In such countries, codified laws are the only real laws. More nebulous legal

principles such as "equity" and "fairness," which are commonly applied in American courts, are

virtually unknown in the civil law legal systems.

A manager from the patent department ofa large Japanese company once visited my office

in Tokyo to ask for advice about American concepts of equity and fairness. He was to deliver a

lecture on the subject to his colleagues and was having difficulty understanding how American

courts could apply such undefmed principles to actual cases. We had several meetings in which
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Diagram OfPatterns Of Coping \Vith
Different Cultures (Kavanaugh, 1979. Pmt. rev.)
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""" Form groups among own culture

.... Stay in protective environments

..... Repatriate
I> Fail at accommodating different

cultures
l> Avoid culture shock

,. Other cultures arc sources of
tremendous culture shock

Low,
III (2) Unified format

- Xenophobia (Reject different
cultures)

.... Focus on one's mvn culture

""'" Isolationist.<
'J

.... Usually critical

.... Harmonious

~ Successful in accommodating
different cultures

~ Experience, and overcome,
culture shock

l> Other cultures are source of little
culture shock

l> Little reverse culture shock as
wcll.

..... Accommodates t\\'o cultures

..... Accommodates status quo

.... Progressive
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..... Tends to have classes

Affinity for the host culture (different culture)
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Affinity for the host culture
(different culture) (continued)
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High
E!l (3) Unified format

- Xenophile (likes radidl foreign
countries)

- Thoroughly accommodating of
people of ditTerent cultures

-Integrating It>
110 Successful in accommodating

different cultures
!> Experience, and overcome,

culture shock

J> Other cultures are a source of
little culture shock

11> Reverse culture shock is ~
tremendous.

Low
E!l (4) Cultural nihilism

- Rejecting one's own and other
cultures

- Destructive of dependent
institutions

- Disunion/deterioration

- Unhealthy situation

I> Fail at accommodating different
cultures

l> Experience tremendous culture
shock

po. Other cultures arc a source of
tremendous culture shock

!> Reverse culture shock is
tremendous.
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we discussed the basic ideas of common law, and how a court can use precedent and its own

judgment to detennine what is fair and equitable in agiven circumstance.

Because of this fundamental difference in legal systems, Americans conducting

neg9tiations in the Far East bear the burden of ensuring that their concerns are thoroughly

understood by the opposing party. For example, in dealing with the Japanese, matters that are not

spelled out in the final agreement and were never discussed, generally are not considered part the

arrangement. If the parties consider an issue, however, and discuss how the agreement would

'apply to the situation in question, then a Japanese party is likely to honor the business

arrangement as if it were an obligation, even though the final agreement does not expressly

mention it..

III. Understand the Other Viewpoint
iiT

A Japanese intellectua1propertymanager stopped by my office in Tokyo one day on his

was to'whaf;he described as a ''very important meeting" with. a competitor of his company. The

competitor had sent my friend's company a "warning letter," accusing it of infringing several

patents owned by the competitor. My friend said that he was going to meet with the general

manager of the competitor's patent department to thankhim for ca11ing the company's attention to

the possible infringement.

This story illustrates the importance the Japanese place on understanding the other

person's pointof view. It is difficult to imagine two American companies in a similar situation

having that kind ofreactiol1.

The story also reflects the well-known Japanese aversion to confrontation and litigation.
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While foreign companies may. fmd this characteristic helpful· on occasion, those •.that resort to

litigation in order to obtain a more favorable license agreement nUl the risk of being forever

viewed with distrust by the Japanese party, which can hinder future dealings between the parties

and often leads to unpleasant business relationships.

'1,:P'::"-':"-,
For negotiations to be successful, both parties need to gain something: .. Negotiations are

likely to be more productive and resolved more quickly if the foreign firm approaches the Far

Eastern company with a view to becoming a partner, or at least tries to understand the Far

Eastern company's goal.

IV. Be Aware of Cultural Differences

An awareness of cultural differences can help facilitate business dealings. For example,

several years ago my firm represented a Japanese) inventor in a litigation with. his exclusive

licenseyinthe United Stales. Thelicense~ charged the patent owner with breach of .the lic;ense

agreement and brought suit in the U.S.

As the suitproceeded and the legal bills mounted, it became clear that the inventor was

not as concerned about the outcome ofthe litigation as he was about what some might Xygardas a

minor matter. He was willing to concede on most of the major issues involved in the case, but he

would not agree to settle unless he received. an apology from .the licensee for bringing the suit in

the first place.. He did not require a written apology, but the patent owner wanted the licensee. to

admit that he, the licensee, had been wrong to sue, or at least say that he was sorry he had felt

litigation was necessary.
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This cultural stumbling block considerably delayed a settlement. Had the licensee been

more familiar with the licensor and Japanese culture, he may have averted litigation altogether, or

at least shortened it.

v. Be Patient

Much has been written about the patience of the oriental people, who thoroughly study a

problem before making a decision. The Far Eastern corporate decision-milking process 'often is

lengthy, with each issue studied in detail and then reviewed through the bureaucratic chain of

command. The resulting delays in negotiations can be frustratirig to Americans, who are used to

more directdecisioncmilking and much faster corporate action. Once aFar Eastern company

makes a decision, however, they tend to move quite rapidly. toward resolution or final position.

For foreigri"hegotiators who can be patient, the slow pace of typical negotiations in the Far East

does not pose a serious problem.

When a faster decision is required, many Asian companies will move more quickly. In

such a situation, face-to-face negotiations may be helpful. The American party should not simply

ask for prompt action, but should explain why time is of the essence. If the result will not be

contrary to the Asian company's business . objectives, such a request will normally be

accoIll1llodated. Asian' companies recognize that they may have, to ask ,for similar

accommodations in the future, and that a favorable response can establish a precedent

VI. Arrange for an Appropriate Introduction

Unlike Americans and most Europeans, Asian people usually find it strange to deal with

people they do nofknow and to whoDlthey have not been formally introduced. Westerners who

are used to a more direct approach may not recognize the importance of an appropriate
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introduction.

Anyone approaching an Asian party for the first time should give careful consideration to

the' mechanics of the approach and to how an appropriate introduction can be arranged. The

choice of the person who will make the introduction can be important to negotiations.

In general, if the "introducer" or go:between is someone the Asian party Considers to be of

good character, the "introduced" party may be more favorably received, at least initially. A party

who makes a direct approach with no introduction, or whose introducer is not well respected by

the Asian party, may find that negotiations do not seem to move [orwflT9, or even that the Asian

party shows no interest in discussing thematter.

While a proper introduction does not ensure success, it can ensure that the foreign.party

will have an opportunity to present his best case. In the final analysis, he will be judged on his

oWn character,andanybusiness arrangement wil1be considered on its own merits. However, a

good start can help.

VII. Understand How Asian People Communicate

Much has been written .about the difficulties Westemershave experienced in

communicating with Asian people, particularly the Japanese. In Japan, personal communication is

often indirect or unspoken. For Americans who are used to saying.exactly what they think, this

style of communication can be frustrating. The kind ofdirect approach Americans use, however,

isconsidered impolite by manylapanese because it .doesnot always allow the other party to avoid

a confrontation. (
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Generally, the Japanese speak around an issue, leaving the listener to deduce the central

point of the communication. A Japanese teacher told me a story that illustrates this characteristic.

According to the story, a Japaneseworkerwhq wanted to take a day off from work for personal

reasons did not simply ask his supervisor for the.day off. Instead, he mentioned that his son was

not feeling well, and that he might have to take the child to the. doctor. He then went onto

discuss why it was urgent for his son to be treated. It was left for the supervisor to figure outthat

the point of the conversation was that the worker needed to take a day off.

To many Americans and other foreigners who do not understand Asian culture, this may

seem like a-strange way to·ask for a day off. The story does, however, dearly illustrate why some

Wesremersexperience con:ununications difficulties in. dealing. with the Asian people. In

negotiations,~aJapanese party often will not say precisely what its position is. Like the supervisor

'1'1 inthestory;'the negotiatorQn the other.side of the table has to deduce whatthat position is, based

on the communications received.

Compared with typica1negotiations between Americans, negotiations with Asians may

take longer and require more .letters and conversations .because·· of this indirect mauner of

communicating. But fOf those who can adjust to this style of communications, the reward may be

a more solid, longer-lasting partnership or business arrangement The Asian party may have more

respect for those who make such an effort and may consider them betterpartners in the long term.

Negotiators who do not recognize that the real essence of an Asian party's communication

is unspoken, and who do not try to understand that party's real position and motivation, may later
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feel that they were misled or that matters were not properly represented in the negotiations.

VIII. Be Well Organized and Prepared

In an area of the world where so many people live, sometimes in a smallJand area such as

Japan:, it is important to be well organized. Good organization is a hlillmark of Asian cultnre,

reflected in thorough planning and preparation for each negotiating session. Formal meetings

always have a written agenda, and it is typically followed precisely.

For example; a meeting I once had at a Japanese company was scheduled to last three

hours, but we finished the discussion one hour early. Since I had a.lot ofwork to do at my office,

the extra hour was welcome. However, the manager in charge began to raise additional

questions, and eventually we used up the entire three hours. After the meeting, as we walked to

the elevator together, the manager apologized to me for his subordinate, who. had not accurately

estimated how long the meeting would take. The manager had intentionally stretched out the

meeting to three hours to avoid embarrassing his subordinate.

If an American party. is going to hold a negotiating session in his own office, he can help

put the Asian party more at ease by preparing an agenda well ahead of time. and sending it to the

other party for consideration. Inmost Asian countries, meetings are not u~JJa11Y held until after

the .matter at issue has been thoroughly researched and discussed, and.a .tentative decision

reached. Particularly in Japan, the purpose.of the meeting is largely ~eremonial: to endorse .the

decision made earlier in the normal bureaucratic way.

Asian negotiators, particularly those from sma1lercompanies, may not be comfortable in
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IX. Build Relationships for Future Dealings

Because of my experiences in the Far East, I have learned to approach negotiations with

Asian companies in a less confrontational way in most cases. Litigation may be necessary or

desirable in some situations, but where the parties to a negotiation expect to be future partners, -or

may have to-work together again to resolve other matters, litigation is often counterproductive.

A better approach, in my opinion, is to:

- establish clear goals to be achieved in the negotiation,

- prepare thoroughly, and

- establish good lines ofcommunication with the other party.

When the parties understand and trust each other, they generally can reach an agreement

that is mutually beneficial.
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